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Flawed assumptions fuel autoimmune disease: The sorry state of vaccine
safety science
Infection, vaccination and autoimmune disease
Wraith et al.1 observe that there is a high probability that microbial antigens can induce cross-reactive
immune responses against self-antigens. They explain that we have evolved fail-safe mechanisms that
usually protect us from developing autoimmune disease following infections.
They write:
"Here we analyse our understanding of how infections can lead to autoimmune disease and thus assess
the relative risk of autoimmune disease arising as a consequence of vaccination." and "These fail-safe
mechanisms apply equally to the host response to vaccination. "
Mojsilovic2 writes:
"Moreover, one must not overlook the fact that vaccines only mimic natural infections, and infectious
agents themselves can elicit the same immune phenomena. Indeed, the risk of develop- ing immunemediated diseases by acquiring natural infection is even greater than the risk of the same diseases to
develop by vaccine- associated reactions."
Unfortunately, neither Wraith et al. nor Mojsilovic, provide any explanation, evidence or reference to
literature supporting this fundamental assumption that fail-safe mechanisms operative during infections
are active during host response to vaccination.
This fundamental assumption is easily demonstrated to be false. Live attenuated influenza vaccine
(LAIV, Flumist) and live oral rotavirus vaccines come closest to natural infection and have routes of
administration that match natural infection. So the immune pathways triggered may be similar. Even
so, considering that the vaccines do not cause disease, one cannot guarantee that all immune pathways
triggered by natural infection are also triggered by the vaccine. So the autoimmune fail-safe
mechanisms cannot be assumed to have been operational.
Many vaccines administered today are subunit vaccines. They are administered through intramuscular
or subcutaneous routes. Neither matches the route of natural infection. So they trigger different immune
pathways. Subunit vaccines primarily contain one or more antigens from the target organism. These
antigens are poorly immunogenic and the host response is weak. This weak immune response is part of
the autoimmune fail-safe mechanism at work. To make the vaccine work, adjuvants such as aluminum
salts or toxoids are needed to boost the immune response. In other words, adjuvants, by definition,
defeat the fail-safe mechanism.
Mojsilovic writes:
"The main role of adjuvants is to trick the immune system in perceiving vaccine antigen as a serious
threat, and thus initiate innate and consecutively adaptive response mechanisms, including long-term
immune memory to that antigen."
This artificial immune response was NOT engineered to mimic a natural infection. It was a
serendipitous discovery (immunology's dirty secret), tuned empirically3,4. The mechanisms of action
involved in an adjuvant induced response is still not understood and is an active area of research. So

there is no scientific basis to make the claim that the natural autoimmune fail-safe mechanisms are
operational in the case of adjuvanted subunit vaccines either.
Fever is common during natural infections5. Fever is rare with subunit vaccines6. Even the rare vaccine
induced fever is suppressed with the (controversial and changing) recommendation of using
acetaminophen following vaccination, to overcome injection site pain. Acetaminophen may affect
inflammatory pathways.7,8 Fever impacts immune system behavior including IL-6 and heat shock
protein related pathways5. Clearly, natural infection and vaccines DO NOT produce the same
immunological effect. Therefore autoimmune fail-safe mechanisms operational during natural
infection, CANNOT be assumed to be operational during a vaccine-induced host response. So, the
Wraith et al. observation that there is a high probability that microbial antigens can induce crossreactive immune responses against self-antigens, needs serious consideration in the context of vaccines.
And we see strong evidence of vaccines inducing numerous autoimmune diseases.9–17
In Biotechnology and Safety Assessment (2003)18, immunotoxicology expert Dr. François Verdier with
vaccine maker Aventis Pasteur (now Sanofi Pasteur), writes: “Helicobacter pylori catalase was
excluded from the screening of vaccine antigens because first it showed sequence homology with
human catalase and second human catalase is reported to be an autoantigen in inflammatory bowel
disease”
If Wraith et al. were right about "These fail-safe mechanisms apply equally to the host response to
vaccination. ", an H. pylori catalase vaccine should have the same risk of causing autoimmune disease
as the H. pylori infection. But as Dr. Verdier points out, the H. pylori catalase vaccine was considered
unsafe and was excluded. But unfortunately, numerous other vaccines contaminated with catalase, were
inexplicably approved and are in widespread use.19 This can explain the epidemic of inflammatory
bowel disease.
Tricking the immune system gets tricky
We understand very little about the immune system but we have decided to trick it.
It is not a story you expect to end well.
Mojsilovic writes:
"The main role of adjuvants is to trick the immune system in perceiving vaccine antigen as a serious
threat, and thus initiate innate and consecutively adaptive response mechanisms, including long-term
immune memory to that antigen."
Vaccines are of course contaminated with non-target viral, bacterial antigens, numerous growth media
proteins including casein, ovalbumin, yeast, bovine serum albumin etc.20 Example: the Pandemrix
vaccine contained influenza hemaggluttinin proteins (target) and influenza nucleoproteins
(contaminant).16
By tricking the immune system into perceiving ALL of the above proteins as a serious threat, adjuvants
predictably produce numerous off-target immune responses such as food allergies21, asthma22 and
disable the autoimmune fail-safe mechanism, producing autism11,23 and other autoimmune disorders19.
The fact that adjuvanted vaccines work is proof that they create allergy and autoimmune diseases as
well.

This is a fundamental flaw in current vaccines.
Vaccine safety recommendations are ignored
Wraith et. al. call for autoimmune serology during vaccine trials.
Vaccine trials have ignored that recommendation. No autoimmune serology is performed during
vaccine trials.6,24–26.
Serology is used only to check titers of antibodies against the target antigen.
Checking for other antibodies such as IgE and IgG4 against self and contaminating antigens could
easily identify vaccine-induced allergies, asthma, autism and autoimmunity.10,27–30
The fact that Pandemrix induced narcolepsy was only discovered after sickening numerous patients is
proof that safety mechanisms required during vaccine design and testing, to avoid autoimmune
diseases, are absent or dysfunctional.
Wraith et al. say autoimmune disease manifestation takes years. Yet vaccine trials last a few months.
And post-marketing manifestation is easily dismissed with the statement: “Because these events were
reported voluntarily from a population of uncertain size, it is not possible to reliably estimate their
frequency or to establish a causal relationship to vaccine exposure.”31
Adjuvant and vaccine safety claims are premature
Vaccines and the adverse events they induce can be separated by decades.
In one mechanism, vaccine induced autoantibodies in women, attack the fetal brain and cause autism.11
With decades between vaccine induced autoantibodies and the adverse event affecting a different
individual than the one vaccinated, there is no chance that vaccine surveillance mechanisms will ever
find this type of adverse event or help in determining root cause.
This is the fundamental limitation of the "safety by testing" methodology.
We need "safety by design". Testing should be used to catch design errors. But current vaccines are
empirically derived using trial and error. The result is fundamentally unsafe vaccines.
Mojsilovic:
"Some of the first adjuvants discovered back then, on empirical basis of trial and error, are still in
widespread use today, but only recently some light on the molecular mechanisms of their action has
been shed."
Immunological effects of current adjuvants were not designed. They are empirical, trial and error
based. So no claim can be made that autoimmune fail-safe mechanism operative during natural
infection are active during adjuvanted vaccine driven immune responses.
Diseases like cerebral infarction (CI), diabetes mellitus (DM), cardiovascular diseases (CVD) develop
over the long-term due to inflammation32. There is evidence that they may have an autoimmune
basis12,33. These diseases may been caused by aluminum adjuvanted vaccines decades ago. So the safety

claims being made for aluminum adjuvants or vaccines are premature. The real cause and autoimmune
basis of these adverse events is just surfacing now.
The autoimmune basis of many diseases are still being elucidated and researched.9,34–39. How can we
rule out aluminum adjuvant and/or vaccines being the causative agent? It is therefore premature to
make any claim about the safety of aluminum adjuvants or vaccines.
Tissue damage
Wraith et al.
"Based on first principles, one could argue that a killed vaccine would be less likely than a liveattenuated vaccine to activate the innate immune response or cause tissue disruption."
Not true. A live-attenuated influenza vaccine can at least be administered without tissue disruption. On
the other hand, killed or subunit vaccine administration through intramuscular or subcutaneous routes
involve tissue disruption. Vaccine antigens mimicking self antigens being present in the vicinity of
tissue damage is therefore a very common occurrence with current vaccines.
So the risk of autoimmune disease induction is greater with killed or subunit vaccines.
Further, killed or subunit vaccines are poorly immunogenic. As Mojsilovic points outs,
“Adjuvants do that by triggering the same evolutionary conserved mechanisms that innate
immunity utilizes to detect danger. By inducing innate immune reaction, adjuvants can
concurrently provoke some undesirable immune response”.
Even if the killed or subunit vaccines by themselves were less likely to activate the innate immune
response or cause tissue disruption as Wraith et al. claim, the adjuvant used to fix the problem of poor
immunogenicity, works by activating the innate immune response and causing tissue damage.40
Intramuscular or subcutaneous vaccine administration results in tissue damage due to the injection
itself and further tissue damage caused by adjuvants. This results in Danger Associated Molecular
Pattern (DAMP) receptor signals being asserted. Next, vaccine antigens trigger Pathogen Associated
Molecular Pattern (PAMP) receptor signals.
With natural infection, the signaling is reversed. The pathogen is detected before any tissue damage
occurs. Any tissue damage due to infection and associated DAMP signaling follows.
This is another difference between vaccines and natural infection. What effect does this have on the
immune response and the autoimmune fail-safe mechanism?
Atopy and autoimmune disease
Wraith et al. state that atopy is unrelated to autoimmunity. Again they provide no references. This is an
incorrect notion. We know that IgE antibodies are created to just about every type of protein that is
injected.41,42 Once sensitized to IgE, we know that prolonged exposure to the antigen causes the
synthesis of IgG4 to the same antigen.43–46 We know that one cause of autism is folate receptor alpha
autoantibodies (FRAA)34,36. A majority of FRAA are of the IgG4 isotype.36 Many vaccines are
contaminated with cow's milk that contains the folate receptor protein. So we have an example of
atopy, where induction of IgE to folate receptor proteins in milk contaminated vaccines is the first step
in an autoimmune disease. Continuing exposure to dietary milk results in the induction of IgG4
autoantibodies causing this type of autism which is an autoimmune disease.47

So there are no clear delineations between atopy and autoimmune diseases.
Similarly, injection of yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae) contaminated vaccines can be expected to
cause IgE mediated sensitization. Atopic dermatitis patients react to S. cerevisiae.48,49 Subsequent
prolonged exposure to yeast will result in IgG4 induction.50
Many autoimmune diseases are associated with anti-saccharomyces cerevisiae autoantibodies
(ASCA)51–53,9.
Pertussis vaccine and autoimmune disease
The FDA made the flawed assumption that the acellular pertussis vaccine prevented transmission of
disease, when they approved the vaccine. The acellular pertussis vaccine does not prevent transmission.
The vaccine does not provide mucosal immunity.54 Vaccinated individuals are colonized by B. pertussis
and spread the disease to infants too young to be vaccinated.55 This B. pertussis airway colonization has
been linked to multiple sclerosis, an autoimmune disorder.54
To protect neonates against pertussis via passive immunity, the Advisory Committee on Immunization
Practices (ACIP) has recommended the Tdap vaccine for every pregnant woman. However, this
increases the risk of autoimmune responses against the fetus.11,47
Vaccines are assumed safe until proven otherwise
The Infanrix vaccine package insert says: “The role of the different components produced by B.
pertussis in either the pathogenesis of, or the immunity to, pertussis is not well understood.”6
The Flumist flip-flop by the ACIP, is more evidence that vaccines are poorly understood.
So it makes no sense to assume that vaccines are safe until proven otherwise.
Instead, with vaccines being powerful immunomodulatory interventions, we MUST assume that
vaccines are unsafe until proven otherwise. Here’s an example of the unintended consequences. The
pertussis vaccine enables subclinical colonization by B. pertussis. The consequences of colonization
include Alzheimer’s disease. 56
In the WHO methodology described by Wraith et al. Vaccines are assumed safe until proven otherwise.
This does not make any sense. With widespread molecular mimicry between vaccine antigens,
contaminants and self antigens, vaccines can impact numerous functions in the human body. Therefore,
if any disease occurs after vaccine administration, vaccines MUST be assumed to be the cause unless
one can prove otherwise.
The only way to ensure that all the immune pathways required for natural autoimmune fail-safe
mechanisms are triggered is to make the vaccine produce the disease. Therefore any useful vaccine
cannot be guaranteed to trigger the autoimmune fail-safe mechanisms. Therefore, all vaccines must be
considered autoimmune disease causal agents unless proven otherwise. The WHO approach of
assuming vaccines are safe until proven otherwise is wrong and unsupported by scientific evidence.
The bar for vaccine safety has been set too low.

The scientific process has failed
Peer review has failed to identify these problems that have continued to persist for decades with
devastating consequences.
In the case of the acellular pertussis vaccine, reality's rude awakening in the form of pertussis
infections, at least led to the FDA/CDC acknowledging the problem.
Theory vs. Practice
Mojsilovic on an advantage of adjuvants:
"... including the possibility to restrict the number of antigens present in a vaccine, and thus further
reduce any risk of undesired (cross-reactive) immune responses to self tissues."
Pandemrix was adjuvanted but the manufacturer failed to restrict the number of antigens thus triggering
narcolepsy. So a theoretical advantage of adjuvants backfired in practice due to a sloppy vaccine
design. Coupled with sloppy vaccine testing which was not designed to catch such problems, the
consequences were devastating.
Regulatory failure
Mojsilovic:
"By carefully monitoring the rare adverse events and scrupulously studying their mechanism of
development, regulatory agencies, vaccine manufacturers, and researchers are participating in a joint
endeavor to identify the specific factors that contribute to these events and to develop even safer
vaccines."
Mojsilovic:
"there are carefully elaborated regulatory mechanisms to ensure that risks of such adverse reactions are
kept at minimum."
Unfortunately, Mojsilovic cites no references to support these claims.
How can one assume that adverse events are rare? It may be as common and widespread as obesity or
atherosclerosis caused by vaccine-induced autoantibodies.12,16,57,33
If above claims by Mojsilovic are true, why did Pandemrix induce narcolepsy?
Why no autoimmune serology in clinical trials, as suggested by Wraith et al.?
Wraith et al.
"Criteria underpinning the assessment of adverse events of vaccines have been established by the
WHO"
But WHO has no criteria for designing vaccines to avoid autoimmune diseases in the first place?

Vaccine risk vs. disease risk
Wraith et al.
"However, the degree of vaccine-related risk should always be compared with that associated with the
corresponding natural infection, either for the whole population or for a specific subgroup."
The touted benefit of a vaccine is the avoidance of natural infection and its sequelae.
So it is unacceptable for a vaccine to have the same risk of autoimmune disease as the natural infection.
Depending on the disease, natural infection may be rare (say tetanus). But everyone is going to get a
tetanus vaccine, multiple times. This increased exposure must be accounted in risk evaluation.
Wraith et al.
"potential molecular and immunological mimicry between vaccine antigens and host components
should be extensively analysed through a combination of bioinformatics and immunological studies."
Never happens. Pandemrix induced narcolepsy could have been avoided if this homework was
done.17 Where are studies establishing safety of these cases of mimicry?11–16
Accounting for antigen exposure dependent autoimmune disease
Autoimmunity caused by molecular mimicry to food antigens could result in severe illness due to
ongoing exposure to food antigens. An example of this is cow's milk contaminated vaccines inducing
folate receptor autoantibodies that block folate receptors and cause autism spectrum disorders.34,47
A milk-free diet reduces autism symptoms.34,58
Similarly, vaccine induced autoimmunity caused by molecular mimicry to bacterial or viral antigens
could be transient and only manifest itself upon re-exposure to that bacteria or virus.
Studies that don’t account for such details will come to the wrong conclusion.
Conclusion
Whitaker et al.59 write:
“the promise of adversomics is to understand the mechanisms behind vaccine adverse events in order to
improve vaccine safety”
200 years after Dr. Jenner’s vaccines, understanding the mechanisms behind vaccine adverse events
remains a novel concept? Proof that root cause analysis is an alien concept in vaccine research and
industry.
Whitaker et al. write:
“If vaccine adverse events are noted, then further studies will need to be conducted to determine
whether the adverse event is related to the adjuvant, to the antigens in the vaccine, or to an adjuvantantigen combination.”
Applying that statement to aircraft, accentuates the absurdity:
“If air crash occurrences are noted, then further studies will need to be conducted to determine whether
the crash is related to the engine, to the airframe of the aircraft, or to an engine-airframe combination.”

Explains why Pandemrix caused narcolepsy. If “further studies” can be performed, you don’t wait for
people to get hurt but you should perform them before the product hurts people.
With little root cause analysis, little design for safety, the vaccine industry has been stuck tinkering with
trial and error for over 200 years. The devastating consequences are predictable. This is no way to build
a product that has such an enormous impact on people’s lives. It is doubtful if any other safety critical
industry can get away with such a callous disregard for human safety.
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